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FADE IN:

INT. DANCE FLOOR IN A CLUB - NIGHT

Camera shows people DANCING in a club. It is crowded, we can     
HEAR MUSIC and SEE LIGHTS. There is a nice atmosphere,          
people seem to enjoy themselves. Camera focuses on two GIRLS     
(GIRL 1 and GIRL 2) on the right side of the dance floor,        
who are dancing opposite each other and smiling all the          
time. Girl 1 is on the left, Girl 2 is on the right. They        
look very happy and they seem to have a nice time. Camera        
goes over to the other side of the dance floor, a bit           
further away from the girls and shows a bunch of friends         
dancing together in a circle. There is a GUY on the left         
side, who is constantly watching Girl 2, while he is dancing     
with his friends. Camera shows the guy and his friends and       
the girls at the same time. Girl 2 realises that the guy is      
staring at her, and she smiles at him, but then she looks        
away, back to Girl 1. She feels the guy’s eyes on her, so        
she occasionally looks at the guy and smiles. She steps a        
little closer to Girl 1 and whispers something into her          
ears, while she is looking at the guy. Then she steps back       
and they carry on dancing. Suddenly the guy starts walking       
towards Girl 2. As he is right next to her, he grabs her         
hand and gently pulls her away from Girl 1. Girl 2 is            
surprised and confused, but she is following the guy. She        
looks back at Girl 1, asking her with her eyes and face          
expression if it’s OK to leave her alone. Girl 1 just nods,      
and straight away joins a group of other people and carries      
on dancing. Camera now focuses on the Guy and Girl 1. They       
are dancing very close to each other, they are smiling all       
the time. They seem to have a connection, a sparkle between      
them and they enjoy themselves a lot. It’s a very intimate       
scene. They keep touching each other, but only on their          
hands, hips, shoulders. Sometimes they talk to each other,       
but we CANNOT HEAR what they are talking about, as the MUSIC     
is LOUD. They are reading each other’s mouths. Suddenly the      
guy grabs Girl 1’s hand again, and pulls her out of the          
dance floor. Once they leave the crowd, they are walking up      
the stairs, where the MUSIC is QUIET, so we CAN HEAR, what       
they say. Girl 1 follows the Guy. She is behind him the          
whole time. The guy is holding her hand, while they are          
walking up. 

INT. STAIRS

GIRL 1
I’m Sarah, by the way.

Guy doesn’t say anything. No reaction. Girl 1 doesn’t seem       
to understand and her face reflects a kind of                   
disappointment. 
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GIRL 1 (CONT’D)
What’s your name?

Guy doesn’t answer. Girl 1 gets annoyed and grabs the Guy’s      
shoulder and turns him around, so that they face each other.

GIRL 1 (CONT’D)
Hey, I’m talking to you. Why don’t                     
you answer?

Guy is facing Girl 1 and watching her mouth, while she is        
speaking. 

GUY
(speaking without any 
voice, just by moving his 
mouth)

Sorry, what did you ask?

Girl 1 is speechless, she doesn’t understand the situation.      
Guy looks down to the floor, then looks at Girl 1 again.

GUY (CONT’D)
(speaking without any 
voice, just by moving his 
mouth)

I’m deaf-mute.

Girl 1 looks surprised. She looks into the direction of the      
dance floor, she even points there with her hand, then she       
points back to the place, where they are standing and we can     
SEE on her face that she is trying to put the picture            
together. Then her face becomes very calm and nice, but she      
remains serious. She makes a little step towards the Guy,        
slowly puts her arms around his neck and softly kisses him.

FADE OUT.

THE END

2.


